yama the venerable, white-hooded and inviolate God of Nippon, against a
golden sky. After the usual half sea-sickness that alwavs made every hour
that would go slowly by on board ship be counted wearily as one hour
nearer this landing, the Empress of China now rides at anchor in the
harbour at dawn. The engines stilled at last—the soft tread of Chinese
boys, keeping step with the silence. Remembered beauty of earlier
experiences comes rushing to refresh the jaded senses. The jinrikshas roll
off the dock to familiar sights.
We two have come here two years after the second crossing to build the
Hotel Imperial. High work to be done. Foundation tests already completed,
the building is to begin and continue in earnest the better part of four
years to come.
Contrary to popular superstition concerning a voluntary, open intimacy
between grown-up independent men and women, there is usually a high
ideal of life and great self-respect on both sides. There must be. Any
sincere attempt to be true to one's self and to each other meets lifers
demands upon a higher plane of excellence than is ordinary and so a more
exacting code of ethics continuously makes demands upon the personal
quality and integrity of both the man and the woman. Comradeship makes
constant demands that legal marriage may and does dispense with. Especi-
ally upon the woman, does a voluntary relationship make these increas-
ingly difficult demands. The woman brave enough or foolish enough to go
honestly into one has that relationship alone to live by and to live for. Be-
cause—it is inevitable—she will owing to environment and circumstances
be cut off from society in ways hard enough to bear at first and harder if
not impossible to bear as time goes on.
A developed interior life of no mean character is the condition of any
success whatever, even temporarily, in any unconventional life a man and
a woman may undertake to live openly together.
I was still 'illegitimate'—that is to say I was still unable to get any
legitimate freedom from the marriage contract with Catherine. No argu-
ments availing. Therefore any woman foolish enough to be interested in
me in the circumstances, if she cared enough for me to live openly with
me, would be compelled to take that step into unconventional life or go
under cover. Any tragedy after in these circumstances is double the similar
tragedy in legal marriage, because the relationship is not only utterly
defenceless, but is mercilessly assailed, and its failure quite generally
welcomed by 'good7 Society.
Well, I had never in my life learned to hide. And if I had learned I
should have declined any partnership on those terms with anyone, because
unconscious hypocrisy is bad enough. Conscious hypocrisy is a sure and
swift corrosion of the soul of any creative artist. No coward ever did
creative work, I believed then. And I believe it now.
Equivocal conduct hurts those who practise it ten times more than it
hurts those it is practised upon. Secrecy and hypocrisy both do something
to the character never to be repaired. And while the hypocrisy of others is
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